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1. INTRODUCTION 
Letf(z) be an analytic function on the annulus 
s= x ~<Ix!iR,R>O~. 
1 I 
In [l] we considered a certain class K of functions k called circular kernels, 
defined by the relation 
implies 
A4 = p.v. s,,,=, &Nf(w) dw U-1) 
f(z) = p.v. I\,; -1 k(wz) g(w) dw, (1.2) 
where p.v. stands for the principal value in the sense of [l]. The function 
g is called the circular transform off. The transformation defined by 1.1 
maps the class A* of all analytic functions on S onto itself [l]. The object 
of this paper is to find an extended circular transformation on functions that 
are not necessarily analytic. For the sake of completeness in Section 2 we 
present fundamental results of [ 11. In Section 3 bounded transformations are 
obtained. In Section 4 the extended transformation is introduced. 
2. FUNDAMENTAL RFSULTS 
THEOREM 2.1. Let K(z) hue the following properties : 
(i) It has a finite number of simple poles on 1 2 ) = 1. 
(ii) It is analytic at all other points on S. 
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(iii) It has Laurent expanrions 
(4 
(b) 
44 = f %3”, l<lal<R, 
--oD 
42) = g B&“, 
--oD 
t<i2l<l. 
Let f (a) E A*, say, f (2) = z %2”, 2 E S. Let g(z) be defined by 
then fw k to belong to K, i.e., in o&r that (1.1) and (1.2) hold, it is necessary 
and su$icient that 
ALFo 
(cyn + A) (ccl+ + L+J = - we2 fm all n. (2-l) 
g(2) = d f (or, + A> a-l-s”, 2ES (24 
-cc 
and g(2) E A *. 
This theorem was established in [I]. From now on the circular transform 
off will be denoted by kf. 
3. BOUNDED CIRCULAR TRANSFORMATIONS 
DEFINITION 3.1. Let f and g belong to A*. We deiined the inner product 
off and g, denoted by (f, g) as follows: 
(f,g) = &- )"bf(@')g(@) de (3.1) 
The norm off, denoted 11 f I( , is given by 
Ilf II = aiT- (34 
With the above norm a normed space is obtained. This space, however, is not 
complete. Indeed, let 
fn(4 = iI f , (n = l,...). 
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We have 
llfm -fn II2 = *;+1 ; 2 (n < m). 
Hence {fn} is a Cauchy sequence. It is easy to show that 
$nfn(z) = h(l - 2). 
The function fn are analytic on S and &( 1 - z) is not analytic there, since it 
has a singularity at z = 1 and 1 E S. 




%-, if(t)\“dt < ax 
We make L2(0, 2n) a normed space defining the norm of f EL~(O, 2n) by 




3(19) = f (e*), 0 < 0 < 27r, 
v is a one-to-one mapping of A* into L2(0, 2~), since two analytic functions 
on S that coincide on {z ) 1 z 1 = l} are the same by analytic continuation. 
Also p is an isometry. Hence we may identify A* with its image in LYO, 2~). 
Thus we may say that A* is dense in L2(0, 277). 
LEMMA 3.3. If f andg belong to A* and 
f(a) = f a#, ZES 
--oD 









g*(z) = f ha f , 2 E s. 
--m 
(3.5) 
Obviously g* E A* since g E A*. The function h(a) =g*(z). f(z) also 
belongs to A* therefore it has a Laurent expansion. The coefficient of a0 is 
given by 
(3.6) 
This coefficient can also be obtained by multiplying the two absolutely 
convergent series (3.3) and (3.5). Hence, we have 
Putting z = ea in the left-hand side of (5) we get 
i a& = & J%f(ei2) g(e@) de = (f, g). 
--aD 




Ilf II2 =+-jr If(@) l’dO< 00 
Ilf II2 = f I 4 I2 < 03. 
-00 
LEMMA 3.5. Let f E A* and f (z) = z a,@‘. Tke transformation k jbm 
A*ontoA*definedby 
is a linear transformation. 
PROOF. The proof is obvious. 
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The norm of Kf is 





DEFINITION. KB will denote the class of circular transformatims with 





LEMMA 3.6. The class KB is nonempty. 
PROOF. Take the kernel [l] 
k(z) = - ; (1 + z + 2 + a*.), f<lZI <I 
1 <lzl <R, 
It follows that bounded circular transformations are continuous. In which 
follows we shall use only bounded transformations. 
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4. EXTENDED CIRCULAR TRANSFORMS 
NOTATION. A* shall denote the closure of A*. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let {fn} be a Catchy sequence in A*. Then {kfn} k also a 
Cauchy sequence. 
PROOF. The proof follows from 
il kfm - kfm I: < M llfm -fn II 
since k is bounded M < co. 
DEFINITION 4.2. We define a transformation 6 from A* to A* as follows. 
(i) Iff E A* then kf = kf. 
(ii) If f  E A* - A* then &f = lim kfn , where { fn} is a Cauchy sequence 
in A* such that f  = limf, . 
LEMMA 4.3. Let { fn} and {g,} be Cauchy sequences in A* such that f  = lim 
fn = limg, , then 
&f=k, 
where kf = lim kfn , and kg = lim kg, . 
PROOF. Assume the contrary. Then 
0 < II if - k II = II hf - kfn - k + kg, + kfn - 4~ II 
< II Af - kfn II + II k - Rgn II + II kfn - kg, II 
< II kf - kfn II + II k - kg, II + M Ilf -fn II + M Ilf -g, II . 
Taking rz sufficiently large we see that 
0 < II if - k II < % n > N. 
THEOREM 4.4. The extended linear transformation is a continuous linear 
transformation. 
PROOF. From the definition it follows that the extended transformation is 
linear. Hence, it suffices to show that is is bounded. 
Let f  E A*. There exists a Cauchy sequence { fn} in A* such that f  = limf, . 
We have 
II hf II = II hf - kfn + kfn II G II Af - kfn II + II kfn II 
< llif -kfn II +Mllf, -f +f II 
< II hf - kfn II + M llfn -f II + M Ilf II 
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Hence, 
It follows that the extended transformation is continuous. 
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